The maize (Zea mays) transposable element Dissociation (Ds) was mobilized for large-scale genome mutagenesis and to study its endogenous biology. Starting from a single donor locus on chromosome 10, over 1500 elements were distributed throughout the genome and positioned on the maize physical map. Genetic strategies to enrich for both local and unlinked insertions were used to distribute Ds insertions. Global, regional, and local insertion site trends were examined. We show that Ds transposed to both linked and unlinked sites and displayed a nonuniform distribution on the genetic map around the donor r1-sc:m3 locus. Comparison of Ds and Mutator insertions reveals distinct target preferences, which provide functional complementarity of the two elements for gene tagging in maize. In particular, Ds displays a stronger preference for insertions within exons and introns, whereas Mutator insertions are more enriched in promoters and 59-untranslated regions. Ds has no strong target site consensus sequence, but we identified properties of the DNA molecule inherent to its local structure that may influence Ds target site selection. We discuss the utility of Ds for forward and reverse genetics in maize and provide evidence that genes within a 2-to 3-centimorgan region flanking Ds insertions will serve as optimal targets for regional mutagenesis.
INTRODUCTION
The maize (Zea mays) transposable elements Activator (Ac) and Dissociation (Ds) were the first transposable genetic elements identified, and studies of these elements led to a model of cutand-paste transposition that is still widely accepted today (McClintock, 1949; Greenblatt and Brink, 1962; Greenblatt, 1966) . The autonomous 4.5-kb Ac encodes for an 807-amino acid transposase protein that is capable of mobilizing Ac and nonautonomous Ds elements (Coupland et al., 1988; HoubaHerin et al., 1990; Becker and Kunze, 1997) . Most Ds elements are simple deletion derivatives of Ac, although a variety of Ds structures have been cataloged (Kunze and Weil, 2002) . Studies of Ac/Ds have contributed to our understanding of epigenetic regulation of gene expression (Schwartz and Dennis, 1986; Chen et al., 1987; Chomet et al., 1987) , to the mechanisms that restructure genomes (McClintock, 1947; Zhang et al., 2009) , and, to our understanding of gene function when used as insertional mutagens, molecular tags, and selectable marker shuttles in two-component gene tagging (Sundaresan et al., 1995; Kolesnik et al., 2004; Qu et al., 2008) . Thus, the Ac/Ds system has become one of the best-characterized transposable element families in plants ( Kunze and Weil, 2002) .
Ac is a member of the hAT superfamily of transposable elements, named after the founding members hobo, Activator, and Tam3 (Calvi et al., 1991) . Studies of the hAT element Hermes indicate that this family of elements moves via a cut-and-paste mechanism involving staggered cuts one nucleotide 59 of each end of the duplex DNA transposon molecule and the formation of a hairpin intermediate (Zhou et al., 2004) . Studies of Ac and Ds excision in maize suggest a similar mechanism of transposon excision (Scott et al., 1996; Bai et al., 2007) . A recent threedimensional structure of the Hermes transposase suggests a model of transposition in which a hexameric ring of transposase subunits forms the active hAT transposon complex (Hickman et al., 2005) . Relative position of the active binding sites of adjacent monomers likely dictates the 8-bp size of the target site duplication generated upon element insertion in the genome. A higher-order protein complex is also likely necessary for Ac excision (Feldmar and Kunze, 1991; Kunze et al., 1993) . Studies in vitro have defined a consensus AAACGG binding site for the Ac transposase in the subterminal repeats of the element that may help nucleate the formation of such a higher-order transposase complex (Kunze and Starlinger, 1989) . In contrast with this strong binding site preference for the element ends, no strong target site consensus sequences have been identified for Ds or Ac elements in maize (Grotewold et al., 1991; Dellaporta and Moreno, 1994) .
Despite this detailed understanding of Ac/Ds biology and regulation, these elements have seen limited use in maize as a basis for large-scale insertional mutagenesis (Brutnell and Conrad, 2003) . This is largely due to relatively low copy number and poor distribution of the elements throughout the maize genome. Both Ac and Ds display a strong reinsertion bias to regions of the genome that are in close genetic linkage to the donor site. In studies of Ac transposition from the p1 and bz1 loci, ;60% of transpositions were to linked sites, and the majority of transpositions were within 10 centimorgans (cM) of the donor locus (Greenblatt, 1984; Dooner and Belachew, 1989) . Notably, this propensity for short-range transpositions can be exploited to create multiple alleles when a target locus is close to an Ac or Ds donor (Hake et al., 1989; Kermicle et al., 1989; Athma et al., 1992; Dellaporta and Calderon-Urrea, 1993; Colasanti et al., 1998; Shen et al., 2000; Vollbrecht et al., 2000; Singh et al., 2003; Bai et al., 2007) . In an elegant regional mutagenesis study, >250 Acinduced alleles of the p1 locus were recovered from Ac insertions flanking the gene (Moreno et al., 1992) . These alleles defined exon-intron boundaries, 59-and 39-noncoding regions, and a proximal enhancer element nearly 4 kb upstream of the transcription start site.
To exploit Ac/Ds in gene tagging experiments, we developed a genetic scheme to distribute Ds insertions throughout the genome by enriching for transpositions that are unlinked to a donor Ds. An advantage of Ds insertions is that, once mobilized, they may be maintained as stable insertions by removing the Ac transposase source. We analyzed >18,000 Ds excision events and calculated relative frequencies of pre-and postmeiotic transposition. Sequences flanking just over 2000 Ds elements were recovered, and 1616 insertions were placed on maize BAC sequences. Insertions mapped to each of the 10 maize chromosomes. However, regional insertion site preferences were detected using both physical and genetic maps. These insertion site biases were compared and contrasted with those of the highly active Mutator transposon. An analysis of Ds insertion sites revealed that DNA at and surrounding the 8-bp target site duplication displayed specific structural features relative to flanking DNA. These features include a symmetrical arrangement of a particular combination of flexible and rigid conformational domains in a 16-to 18-bp window centered on the 8-bp target site.
RESULTS

Genetic Screen for Linked and Unlinked Transpositions
To distribute Ds insertions throughout the maize genome, an immobilized source of Activator, (Ac-im) was used . Ac-im provides transposase to mobilize Ds elements but is incapable of excision due to a terminal 10-bp deletion. In the genetic scheme, described in detail in Figure 1 , Supplemental Figure 1 , and Supplemental Methods, Ds excisions were first selected from a donor locus that regulates anthocyanin biosynthesis in the kernel, then propagated for one generation prior to screening for Ds reinsertions. This two-step strategy was adopted to enrich for germinal transposition events and reduce the frequency of cloning somatic insertions. Lines containing Ac-im (chromosome 7S) and a Ds insertion at the r1 locus (chromosome 10L; the r1-sc:m3 allele) were the donor (stage 0) lines for transposition events. These lines were test crossed by an r1-sc:m3 line ( Figure 1A ). Among the resulting stage 1 progeny were germinal Ds excisions that restored a functional R1 allele ( Figure 1B ) and potentially contained a Ds reinsertion. To recover germinally inherited events and to segregate the source of transposase away from the transposed Ds (tr-Ds, Figure 1B) , each fully colored (R1) stage 1 kernel was sown and test crossed to create corresponding stage 2 progeny with ( Figure 1C , left group) or without ( Figure 1C , right group) Ac-im. Thus, the vast majority of Ds insertions recovered resulted from pre-or postmeiotic transpositions of Ds from the r1-sc:m3 locus. Overall, 49% of Ac-im mediated excisions of Ds from r1-sc:m3 occurred during female gametophyte development, similar to the frequency reported previously from a much smaller sample size . However, among R1 excisions that were concordant (R1 inherited in both embryo and endosperm lineages), there was an ;2:1 ratio of sporophyte to gametophyte excisions (see Supplemental Methods online).
To enrich for stable Ds insertions to sites unlinked from the r1 locus, colorless kernels lacking Ac-im (i.e., -Ac-im kernels, Figure  1C , fine-dotted boxes) were selected from each stage 2 ear and processed to recover new Ds insertion(s). By selecting these r1 kernels, transpositions to the same chromatid as the donor locus were selected against and populations were biased toward insertions at unlinked sites (see Supplemental Figure 1 online). And because r1 kernels lack a transposase source, somatic transpositions did not confound the cloning of sequences flanking heritable Ds insertions. Processing new insertion lines (see Methods and Supplemental Figure 2 online) consisted of bar-coding seed packets, extracting highly purified DNA by a high-throughput method for small pools of freshly germinated seedlings (Ahern et al., 2009) , and then performing DNA gel blot analysis with methylation-sensitive restriction enzymes to identify lines containing transposed Ds elements. Inverse PCR with a primer specific to the Ds under study and with a methylationsensitive restriction enzyme was used to recover DNA flanking the Ds, and PCR fragments were sequenced. Sequences flanking Ds were called fDs (for flanking-Ds) tags.
Reinsertion: Genome-Wide Distribution of Transposed Ds Elements hAT family transposable elements transpose by a cut-and-paste mechanism comprising the coupled but distinct processes of element excision from the donor and reinsertion into the target locus (Zhou et al., 2004) . From 18,510 R1 kernel selections that produced high quality and concordant stage 2 ears, 12,317 lines were processed to produce 2636 inverse PCR fragments, each a candidate Ds reinsertion. In many lines, no reinserted Ds was detected. From the inverse PCR fragments, we obtained 2439 fDs sequence tags derived from 2028 new, sequence-indexed Ds insertions (Table 1) . The insertions were recovered from 1900 different lines; most lines contained just one new Ds insertion. Some insertions were recovered more than once. In 78 instances, an insertion was recovered twice, in 34 instances three times, in 18 instances four times, in three instances five times, in two instances six times, and in one instance each seven, eight, and nine times, respectively. Because redundant insertions had (A) Ds transposition, signified by the green arrows, occurs in stage 0 (zero) of the pedigree. Spotted kernels hemizygous for Ac-im (red triangle with a broken end) are sown and then test crossed to provide opportunity for the Ds element (gray triangle) in the r1-sc:m3 allele to transpose to new locations in the genome. Chromosomes from stage 0 plants are represented as thick lines to track them through subsequent generations.
intact Ds terminal sequences and were detected experimentally at low frequency in the pedigrees, most appear to be independent new transpositions rather than multiple recoveries of cryptic elements (Leu et al., 1992) or other preexisting Ds or Ds-related sequences in the parental lines. Thus, redundancies either represent hotspots of preferential insertion or transpositions that arose as somatic sectors and were falsely captured as independent events in the selection scheme (see Methods). After eliminating redundancy, there were 1785 new Ds insertions. The integrity of the molecular and genetic procedures was tested by genotyping 260 field-grown lines with chromosomally placed transpositions using a PCR assay (see Methods). The PCR product of the expected size was identified in 216 of 260 lines (83.1%). Sequencing of the PCR products from seven lines showed that all contained the expected junction with Ds. Failure to confirm the presence of the Ds in the PCR assay may indicate poor primer design or that the Ds insertion was not recovered in the stage 2 population. In negative controls where primertemplate combinations were purposely mismatched, spurious products were detected in zero of 24 lines. These results suggest a minimum of 83% of the 1785 unique, new transpositions are accurately characterized and pedigreed.
The maize genome consists of a gene-poor repetitive component, in which clusters of Class I and Class II transposable elements constitute ;84% of the genome and a small fraction of interspersed gene-rich, low-copy regions . To provide an estimate of transposed Ds placement in the maize genome, repeat content of the 2439 fDs sequence tags was measured and found to be exceptionally low (8.8% of bases could be repeat masked and 2.3% of sequences classified as repetitive; Figure 2 ; see Methods). For similarly sized tags that flank engineered (RescueMu) or endogenous (UniformMu) Mutator family transposon insertion sites (Fernandes et al., 2004; McCarty et al., 2005) or for random GSS sequences enriched by (B) Putative stage 0 Ds transposition events are selected as fully colored stage 1 progeny kernels and test crossed to validate excision and detect segregating Ac-im elements. Each F1 (stage 1) ear segregates nearly 1:1 for coarsely spotted (inherited Ac-im) and colorless (without Ac-im) kernels. These ears also segregate a low frequency of fully colored kernels that arise from Ds excision in stage 0 to generate and transmit a functional R1 allele. If the excised Ds reinserted, then a transposed Ds (tr-Ds, barred gray triangle inserted into a stage 0-derived chromosome) may segregate into any stage 1 kernel class, as dictated by when the excision occurred and where the element reinserted (see text). Relative frequencies of each kernel class were calculated from our populations. All fully colored, stage 1 kernels are selected (red and black boxes) and test crossed again by r1-sc:m3 pollen, creating one stage 2 ear per putative Ds excision event.
(C) Stage 2 progeny are the source for cloning the stage 0 transpositions and for seed distribution. Each stage 2 ear either contains Ac-im (left, derived from red boxed kernel class in stage 1) or lacks it (right, derived from black boxed class in stage 1). Progeny kernels are selected from each stage 2 ear and sown for DNA isolation from the seedlings, to identify and clone inherited, transposed Ds elements. To select for unlinked transpositions, kernels without Ac-im (light dotted red and light dotted black boxes) are selected for DNA isolation. To enrich for transpositions linked to the revertant R1 allele from stage 0, fully colored progeny are selected only from ears that lacked Ac-im entirely (dashed black box). This selection program identifies stage 2 ears that segregate germinal Ds transposition(s) from stage 0, while excluding somatic reinsertions. Remaining kernels from stage 2 ears are retained as a source for the identified, new Ds insertions. Kernel class frequencies for stage 2 ears are estimated. (D) Transposition in stage 0 may occur at various times in development, with different genetic consequences. Cells or cell lineages (large circles) are shown in the indicated tissues; a lineage is spotted and/or contains a red triangle when it carries Ac-im. At the r1 locus, a spotted or yellow lineage contains only the r1-sc:m3 allele, while a purple lineage contains an R1 excision allele. Arrows denote cell divisions during developmental stage. A green arrow indicates Ds excision from r1-sc:m3 occurring during cell divisions. Bottom rows of female gametophyte (FG) cells are fertilized to produce stage 1 kernels as in (B). When Ds excision occurs premeiotically (right side) Ac-im and the R1 excision allele segregate independently during meiosis, and after fertilization, all fully colored kernels are concordant (C), with pigmented endosperm and an R1 excision allele in the embryo (boxed, 6 and 7). If Ds excises after meiosis (left side) in FG tissue, then in the soma of the haploid gametophyte the nontransposing Ac-im neither is lost nor segregates away from R1 so the corresponding stage 1 kernels will always contain Ac-im. However, excision may occur during female gametophyte development (see Supplemental Figure 3 online), such that fertilized nuclei may or may not contain the R1 excision allele and progeny may be concordant (C; e.g., box 4) or nonconcordant (NC; e.g., box 3), respectively. Boxed FG genotypes, numbered 1 to 9, are colored to correspond with the progeny type they produce in (B). methyl-filter and high-C 0 t methods (Rabinowicz et al., 1999; Yuan et al., 2003) , repeat content was substantially higher ( Figure  2 ). These results suggest that large-scale cloning of hypomethylated Ds reinsertions samples a specific component of the maize gene space that differs from that sampled by large scale Mutator cloning. This result may reflect an inherent property of Ds that differs from Mutator. Alternatively, this result may indicate a bias in the distribution of Ds insertions due to the use of methylationsensitive restriction enzymes (REs) to clone sequences flanking Ds insertions. When a methylation-insensitive RE was used to clone sequences flanking Ac insertions, a higher percentage mapped to repetitive regions in the genome than when methylation-sensitive REs were used (Kolkman et al., 2005) . New Ds insertions were assigned to BAC locations in the B73 reference genome using BLASTN with criteria that accommodated genome differences between the W22 and B73 inbred lines (see Methods). Of 2028 insertions, 1501 (74%) placed to unique locations and 115 (5.7%) mapped with similar probability to exactly two distinct locations (Table 1) , possibly reflecting insertions into homoeologous regions (Gaut and Doebley, 1997) . Among the 412 insertions (20.3%) that were not placed by these criteria, 139 (6.9%) mapped to three or more locations in the genome and had a higher repeat content (Table 1) . These were tentatively classified as insertions into repetitive regions. One hundred and fourteen insertions (5.6%) could not be placed by our criteria despite having a relatively low BLASTN e-value (<10 210 ); these appear to represent sequences with more extensive indel polymorphisms between W22 and the reference B73 genome. The 159 unplaced insertions (7.8%) with no good match (e-value > 10 210 ) may derive from regions that are not yet sequenced in B73 or that are unique to W22. To examine the properties of Ds transposition throughout the genome from a known donor locus, a detailed characterization was performed on the 1482 unique, nonredundant placements generated in this study.
Ds showed a clear preference for reinsertion toward the telomeres and away from the centromeres ( Figure 3A ). This preference is apparent on every chromosome and likely reflects the higher gene density near the telomeres (Fengler et al., 2007) and a bias for transpositions into the hypomethylated, gene-rich regions of the genome (Chen et al., 1987; Bennetzen et al., 1994; Rabinowicz et al., 1999) . As expected, many insertions were recovered near the donor r1 locus on 10L. Therefore, chromosome 10 was excluded when performing statistical analyses of the genome-wide distributions (Table 2) . On the basis of their estimated physical length, the other nine chromosomes contained significantly nonrandom Ds reinsertion content, and Ds distribution was also significantly nonrandom when the 18 chromosome arms were considered as bins (P values < 0.0001). Chromosomes 3 and 9 contained more insertions per base pair than expected by chance, and chromosome 4 had fewer (P value < 0.01). At the level of chromosome arms, 2S and 3L contained more insertions per base pair than expected by chance and 4L and 8S contained fewer. On the genetic map, the genomewide distribution of Ds insertions was smoother, but regional hot and cold spots were apparent ( Figure 3B ). Among the nine nondonor chromosomes, the overall distribution was nonrandom when either the whole chromosomes or the chromosome arms were considered as bins (P value < 0.0001). In particular, four chromosome arms had more insertions than expected by chance (2S, 3L, 5L, and 6S, range of 0.86 to 1.87 insertions/cM), and three arms had fewer than expected (1L, 7S, and 8S, range of 0.15 to 0.47 insertions/cM). By either metric, physical or genetic, insertions were enriched on 2S and 3L. Interestingly, no marked bias against reinsertion around the site of Ac-im at ;89 cM on 7L was detected, even though we selected against insertions that were closely linked to Ac-im (i.e., spotted kernels). In summary, Ds transposes to all parts of the maize genome with a likely bias for gene-rich regions, but there may be regional hot and cold spots.
Quantifying Interchromosomal and Intrachromosomal Ds Transposition: Linked versus Unlinked Transpositions and Regional Asymmetry among Transpositions to Linked Sites
When distributing Ds insertions throughout the genome, stage 1 individuals containing Ac-im were used and tissue was harvested only from colorless stage 2 progeny lacking Ac-im ( Figure 1C , dotted and hyphenated boxes). We hypothesized that by restricting selections to colorless kernels, Ds insertions genetically linked to the revertant R1 allele at the donor locus would be poorly represented in the collection, as discussed earlier (see Supplemental Figure 1 online). Thus, to examine an overall, unfiltered distribution of Ds transpositions from the r1 locus, the subpopulation of all stage 2 ears that lacked Ac-im was examined ( Figure 1C , right side, two black boxes). In this subpopulation, we first selected and analyzed the fully colored stage 2 kernels ( Figure 1C , black hyphened box, purple kernel) that should enrich for Ds insertions in the proximity of the donor r1 locus and then selected and analyzed the colorless stage 2 kernels ( Figure 1C , black dotted box, yellow kernel) that should enrich for unlinked Ds insertions. Because this sampling was inclusive for almost all events, to linked and unlinked sites, we refer to these selections as inclusive screening (by contrast, standard screening was biased to unlinked sites). Those transpositions not sampled using inclusive screening were Type II events linked to the donor locus (see Supplemental Figure 1 online); these were systematically excluded by both screening approaches.
Using the inclusive screening method (;8000 stage 1 ears were screened to identify 2000 that did not contain Ac but segregated R1 kernels), Ds insertions were recovered on chromosome 10 at a rate of 42% (123 of 293 genome placements; Table 3 ), which was significantly higher than the rate using the standard approach (17.2% or 93 of 541 placements; P value < 10 211 ). Moreover, in the inclusive and standard populations, the distributions of transposition among the nine, nondonor chromosomes were similar (P value = 0.26), but distributions differed either when defined as the complete, 10 chromosomes (P value < 10 214 ) or as two fractions, "on" and "not on" chromosome 10 (P value < 10 218 ). These data confirm the efficacy of the genetic strategies to select for and against linked transpositions.
Data from inclusive screening are ideally suited to investigate relationships between Ds transposition frequencies and genetic linkage. Any recovered Ds insertions ( Figure 1B , black box) were the result of premeiotic transpositions on stage 0 plants, followed by segregation of Ac-im away from the donor locus on stage 1 ears. Thus, of all unlinked, premeiotic Ds transpositions generated in stage 0 plants, approximately half cosegregated with Ac-im and were not recovered, and half of the remainder cosegregated with the donor locus and were not recovered.
Thus, inclusive screening resulted in the recovery of ;25% of all premeiotic transpositions to unlinked sites ( Figure 1D , right panel). In total, 170 unlinked Ds events were recovered from the 2000 ears. As only 25% of the total population was recovered, we estimate the number of premeiotic, unlinked transpositions from r1-sc:m3 at 680/2000 excision events. On the other hand, of the closely linked Ds insertions, nearly all are expected to be recovered among colored stage 1 kernels (see Supplemental Figure 1 online). Thus, selection for R1 kernels likely resulted in the recovery of half of the very tightly linked transpositions (i.e., those that did not cosegregate with Ac-im), and 0.5* ((1 2 p)/100) of less tightly linked reinsertions at a recombination distance p between the reinsertion and the donor. We applied these frequencies to the 117 linked transpositions (placed to locations within 650 cM of the donor) that were recovered from the 2000 lines by binning the insertions in progressively larger centimorgan intervals around the r1 locus and then calculating for each bin the number of corresponding reinsertions that segregated into other kernel classes (see Supplemental Table  1 online) . Thus, the number of premeiotic, linked transpositions was estimated as 377/2000 excision events. These calculated frequencies are likely an underestimate of the total number of Ds transpositions as they assume all transposed Ds elements were detected in the molecular assay that is clearly overoptimistic; moreover, single R1 kernels were selected when they occurred in sectors of three or more. However, each class, unlinked and linked, should be equally affected by those detection limits, and the data may be used to compare frequencies to linked and unlinked sites.
To estimate the relative frequency of premeiotic, linked, and unlinked Ds transpositions in plants hemizygous for Ac-im, we compared the population of unlinked transpositions (680 at sites within 650 cM of the donor) to the detected (377) and undetected linked transpositions. As discussed above (see Supplemental Figure 1 online), we did not capture Type II events that are tightly linked to the R locus. If we assume those type II Ds transpositions occur at the same frequency as Type I, as seen for Ac (Greenblatt and Moreno) , then within a 610 cM window around r1 we missed ;169 Type II events (see Supplemental Table 3 online). We therefore calculate the frequency of unlinked reinsertions as 680/ (680 + 376 + 169) = 56%. This frequency calculation is limited to transpositions prior to meiosis and excludes intragenic transpositions that fail to restore R function but does suggest that transposition to unlinked sites may occur more frequently for Ds than Ac (Greenblatt, 1984; Dooner and Belachew, 1989) .
To analyze regional patterns of Ds transposition on chromosome 10, fDs tags were positioned onto the March 2009 pseudomolecule release (4a.53 from maizesequence.org), which consists of 149.7 Mb in a genetic map of 146 cM (see Methods), with the r1-sc:m3 donor locus located at position 138.1 Mb or 78.9 cM. A total of 362 unique insertions on chromosome 10 were examined, from both standard and inclusive screens. Insertions clustered around the donor locus as expected, but surprisingly, significantly more insertions were located on the proximal side of r1 (P values < 0.05; Figure 4A , black bars; see Supplemental Table 2 online). On the genetic map, an even more pronounced asymmetry favoring proximal transpositions was evident ( Figure 4B , black bars) and statistically significant (P values < 0.001; see Supplemental Table 2 online). Overall, 323 of the 362 Ds insertions were within 50 cM of the donor locus. To examine the extent of the skew, these 323 insertions were grouped into adjacent, 10-cM bins across the chromosome using the r1 locus as an endpoint for phasing the bins ( Figure 4B , boxes on the x axis). Within a continuous 30 cM proximal to r1 and 10 cM distal, the density of reinsertions per bin was much higher than expected by chance (magenta bins in Figure 4B ; see Supplemental Table 3 online) . While an affinity of Ds for genetically linked regions during intrachromosomal transposition is perhaps anticipated, these data demonstrate that this affinity may extend over vast physical distances, on the order of 50 Mb. As map positions were not derived from direct genetic mapping experiments, the observed asymmetry around the donor locus could be an artifact of inferring B73 placements from W22 sequence. For example, chromosome 10 may be structurally and/or recombinationally dissimilar in W22 and B73. Nevertheless, from these data a distinct polarity to regional Ds transposition from the r1 locus was observed, with a directional bias toward the centromere.
Ds Insertion Patterns Relative to Genes and Other Transposons
Because Ds targets hypomethylated regions of the genome (Chen et al., 1987) that are enriched for genes (Bennetzen et al., 1994; Rabinowicz et al., 1999) , we compared Ds placement to a recent public release of gene models (version 4a.53 filtered gene set, June 1, 2009) from maizesequence.org. The redundancy in these preliminary gene models was condensed to a core set including all ab initio (FGENESH) genes and only the longest evidence-based gene model per locus. On chromosome 10, gene density ( Figure 4A , yellow bars) was highest toward the telomeres, as expected (Fengler et al., 2007) . Interestingly, when these data were superimposed onto the genetic map, gene density per centimorgan ( Figure 4B , yellow bars) was highest between the centromere (Figure 4 , green dotted line) and r1, especially within a region extending proximal to r1 by 35 cM (boundary marked by blue dashed line, Figures 4A and 4B ) that coincides with the region enriched for Ds reinsertions. The same patterns were observed when genes were called on the basis of alignment of sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) or rice (Oryza sativa) peptides (data not shown), indicating the asymmetry in gene density is not due to an abundance of transposon sequences in the gene model set. The higher density of genes per centimorgan proximal to r1 relative to distal may be a primary driver of asymmetric Ds distribution. If that were the case, other transposons with genic insertion preferences, such as Mutator (Fernandes et al., 2004; McCarty et al., 2005) , should show a similar regional insertion bias. To investigate this hypothesis, we mapped public RescueMu and UniformMu insertion flanking sequences (Fernandes et al., 2004; McCarty et al., 2005) on the pseudomolecules and compared their distribution with Ds. The 260 unique Mu insertions on chromosome 10 ( Figure 4B , red bars) also showed a bias for the gene-rich region between r1 and the centromere. Mu insertion density is higher near the centromere, but Ds coverage is much higher in bins closer to the donor position ( Figure 4B ). For distal, unlinked bins on 10L that showed high frequency of Ds insertions, Mu insertion frequency is also high, suggesting that increased frequency of Ds on distal 10L may be unrelated to the physical connection of this region to the donor. These results support the hypothesis that local gene density acts as a sink to help drive the directional polarity of intrachromosomal Ds reinsertions and highlight potentially complementary, regional differences between Ds and Mu insertion preferences. 
a Only includes data from seasons where both standard and inclusive screens were performed. To better characterize the potential of Ds for genome-wide mutagenesis in maize, Ds insertion sites were also examined relative to annotated gene features, such as exons, introns, and untranslated regions (UTRs) in the full set of chromosome pseudomolecules. Random hypomethylated clone sequences were used as a control to represent a similar fraction of the genome as the hypomethylated Ds insertion sites recovered in this study. A total of 893 genes contained a Ds insertion, with 66% of the insertions predicted to reside in coding exons ( Figure 4C) . A similar frequency (75%) was reported for analysis of a much smaller set of Ac insertions (Cowperthwaite et al., 2002) . Ds insertions in our collection map within genes (defined as segments from 100 bp upstream to the end of each transcribed region) at a significantly higher rate than do Mutator insertions (P values < 10 210 ) or the hypomethylated DNA controls (P value < 10 24 ). This stronger insertion bias for Ds compared with Mu correlates with a relatively increased insertion frequency of Ds into both exons (P values < 10 29 ) and introns (P values < 0.02). A significantly greater proportion of Ds than of hypomethylated DNA controls in exons implies the enrichment is transposon based and not simply a result of selective recovery of hypomethylated target sites. Conversely, a significantly higher proportion of Mu insertions were in 59-UTRs and the near promoter region ( Figure 4C , 2100 bp), consistent with a comprehensive analysis of Mu transposition patterns that per base pair rates of Mu insertion are highest in this segment (Liu et al., 2009) . Ds inserted into 39-UTRs significantly less frequently than expected by chance compared with the hypomethylated controls (P value < 10 24 ). To investigate whether or not frequency differences derived from each transposon targeting a distinct class of gene, we compared mean lengths of genic compartments for Mu and Ds target genes (see Supplemental Methods online). These analyses indicate a bias of Mu for genes with long UTRs and of Ds for more compact genes with short introns. Thus, both Mu (Liu et al., 2009) and Ds favor genes as insertion sites, but Ds and Mu have preferences for different genic regions, with a significantly larger proportion of Ds insertions in the collection found in genes and in exons.
Given the tendency of Ds to transpose to linked sites and the potential to exploit that property for mutagenesis, the dynamics of transposition in the immediate vicinity of a Ds donor was examined. Bin 138 was chosen as 74 nonredundant Ds insertions resided in the 1-Mb and ;2.5-cM interval, the highest density of insertions and among the highest densities of raw gene models (41 genes/Mb; Figure 4A ). There were 28 nonredundant and nonretrotransposon gene models, most of which were supported by sequence similarity to sorghum peptides. Within the bin, Ds insertions distribute as 21 clusters over the gene models, with one to 15 Ds insertions per cluster ( Figure 5 , one black arrow per cluster). Seventeen of the clusters place at least one Ds insertion in or within a few hundred base pairs of a gene model ( Figure 5 , black numerals above black arrows). Four additional locations in the region contain Ds insertions but are not closely associated with a gene model, three as singletons, and one as a cluster of eight insertions ( Figure 5 , red numerals above black arrows). Of the remaining 11 gene models that do not contain at least one Ds insertion, there are eight with cDNA support and/or a sorghum match ( Figure 5, green bars, bottom) . The other three of these gene models have poor evidence to support them (Figure 5 bottom, short blue and red lines; status left to right: one EST and no sorghum match, two ESTs and no sorghum match, several ESTs but all have a better sequence match to a paralog on chromosome 7), and we tentatively classify these three as possible misannotations. Some of the eight missed genes have Ds insertions in close proximity (e.g., two gene models near 137.38 Mb are separated by 5 kb) with a Ds almost midpoint between them. Thus, in the 1-Mb region, 17/ 25 well-supported gene models contain insertions (Ds/gene: average = 3.7; range = 1 to 15), while 8/25 do not, and there are four Ds insertion clusters outside gene models. To compare Ds distribution relative to genes within this 1-Mb interval, we modeled the region as 25 equivalent genes, used the Poisson distribution to calculate the expected frequency of insertions, and evaluated our data for goodness of fit using the x 2 test with Yates' correction. The observed insertion distribution differed significantly from expectations under a Poisson model (P value < 0.002). These results demonstrate that within the context of a nearby, 2.5-cM interval, Ds is a potent mutagen with local, gene-specific hot and cold spots. Interestingly, we placed only two Mu elements to this interval, one coincident with a Ds cluster but the other within one of the eight gene models that was not hit by Ds.
Local Reinsertion Preferences: Structural Features of Ds Insertion Sites
Collections of Ac/Ds transposon flanking sequences from maize and heterologous systems have consistently reported that there is no strong consensus sequence for target site insertion (Moreno et al., 1992; Kuromori et al., 2004; Ito et al., 2005) . To investigate potential insertion site preferences for endogenous Ds elements in maize, we analyzed a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of 1741 unique flanking sequence tags that contained an intact Ds-genomic DNA junction. Each tag derives from either the 59 or 39 side of Ds and contains a putative target site duplication (TSD), created by Ds when it inserted (Fedoroff et al., 1983) . We analyzed in detail a 248-base window of the MSA, containing the eight bases of the TSD and 6120 bases on each side (see Methods). The segment had high (54.6%) average guanine-cytosine (GC) content, remarkably similar to the average for exon space (55.4%; Figure 6A ) (Haberer et al., 2005) . By contrast, the hypomethylated, control clones contained lower GC content, more similar to intergenic or intron space. GC content diverged at base positions in and near the TSD ( Figure  6A , blue curve). In fact, total sequence content was nonrandom at only 18 of the 248 positions in the alignment, 16 of which were arrayed symmetrically around the TSD: all eight positions of the TSD (base positions 1 to 8) were highly nonrandom (P values < 10 236 , Figure 6B) ; the adjacent bases at positions 21 and 9 were random; and the next adjacent, paired blocks of four bases (positions 10 to 13 and 22 to 25) were nonrandom (P values < 0.01; Figure 6B ). Despite this symmetrical pattern of nonrandom bases, the information content (Schneider and Stephens, 1990; Crooks et al., 2004) of the segment was extremely low (i.e., there was no meaningful consensus sequence in the data; see Supplemental Figure 4 online).
The combination of no consensus base sequence and highly nonrandom bases at most positions suggested that some parameter other than primary DNA sequence may guide Ds insertion. For example, features of DNA three-dimensional structure guide nucleosome positioning in eukarytotes (Kaplan et al., 2009) . Local interactions between adjacent bases and among base triplets are known to induce deformations from the regular double helix structure, especially in the context of protein-DNA interactions (Olson et al., 1998) , such as that occurring between a transposase enzyme and target DNA during transposition. Thus, a variety of structural features and biophysical properties, originally measured or derived from analysis of protein-DNA crystal structures and other experimental data, may be computed for a sequence or sequence alignment by analyzing di-and trinucleotide pairs. The various parameters are computationally independent (Liao et al., 2000; Hackett et al., 2007) . Such structural computations predict elements of DNA three-dimensional structure, such as local degrees of double helix flexibility versus rigidity (Ornstein et al., 1978; Brukner et al., 1995; Gorin et al., 1995; Olson et al., 1998) , and have been used to predict in genomic DNA sequence biologically functional regions, including promoters and transcription start sites (Ohler et al., 2002; Wang and Benham, 2006; Abeel et al., 2008) , as well as to profile insertion sites of P element transposons in Drosophila melanogaster and of retroviral and transposon vectors in transgenic animals (Liao et al., 2000; Vigdal et al., 2002; Hackett et al., 2007) .
For more than a dozen structural features of DNA that we computed from the MSA of fDs tags, outlying values consistently arrayed symmetrically in and near the 8-bp target site. For example, protein DNA-twist predicts twist angle torsion based on data from protein-DNA complexes (Olson et al., 1998) . A region with a high value of protein-DNA twist is more likely to be deformed by protein-DNA interaction than a region with a lower value. In the MSA of Ds insertion sites, both the highest and lowest values for protein-DNA twist were located among the nonrandom bases in and adjacent to the TSD ( Figure 6C ), and the structural profile was symmetrical about the center of the TSD ( Figure 6C , black arrows). By contrast, for similar MSAs of control, hypomethylated DNA sequence reads, the computed structural plots showed similar averages but minimal variation (see Supplemental Figure 4 online). Similar analysis of >3000 perfect TSDs and flanking sequences from Ac transposition in Arabidopsis revealed highly similar structural profiles to those for Ds in maize, although overall flanking sequence content in the MSAs differed between species (data not shown). These results suggest that during reinsertion in Ac/Ds transposition, at least 16 bp of contiguous DNA sequence form a structural feature that is recognized by the Ac-encoded transposase and that the preferred structural conformation includes a pattern of alternating sites with more and less than average DNA deformability.
Hydrogen-bonding contact between protein chains and DNA bases in the major groove of the double helix is a critical component of the specificity and stability of protein-DNA complexes. As for structural features, similar hydrogen bonding presentations in the major groove may result from different DNA sequences (Seeman et al., 1976) . We therefore also examined the collection of aligned Ds target sites for patterns of hydrogen bonding presentation by calculating potential hydrogen-bonding capacity of positions in the major groove. The analyses may be displayed in a heat map that shows each position's propensity to serve as a hydrogen bond donor or acceptor (Liao et al., 2000) . The heat map ( Figure 6D ) contains six rows for each base pair, corresponding to the six positions in the major groove that may serve as hydrogen bond donors (coolest color or purple) or acceptors (warmest color or red). For the MSA (A) GC content (blue) of 1741 aligned fDs sequences across a 248-bp window including the 8-bp Ds target site (darker blue box on the x axis, coordinates 1 to 8), 120 bases adjacent to the 59 side of Ds (coordinates À1 to À120) and 120 bases to the other side (coordinates 9 to 128). GC content for alignments of random hypomethylated sequences are plotted as controls in green (Sau3AI), red (HpyCHIV), and yellow (HpaII). Dotted, brown lines indicate average GC content for maize regions, including exons (55.4%), the overall genome (46.5%), and introns (42.3%) (Haberer et al., 2005) . (B) Schematic of a hypothetical segment of genomic DNA (black line) with an 8-bp Ds insertion site target (base pairs 1 to 8, darker blue box) and flanking 4-bp segments (light-blue boxes). A Ds element (orange triangle) is marked at its 59 end to indicate polarity of the fDs alignments in all panels. Numerals in the x axis boxes are base pair coordinates that extend across all panels (vertical, dotted lines). Base positions with nonrandom composition are colored dark (P value < 10 À36 ) or light (P value < 10 À2 ) magenta. of 1741 insertion sequences, at each position the heat map shows the average hydrogen bonding presentation for all aligned bases at that position ( Figure 6D ). Across the 248-bp window, the profile is uniform except for at 16 positions centered on the TSD, in which there is a palindromic pattern of four 4-base repeating units ( Figure 6D, arrows) . The regular, symmetric arrangement of paired hydrogen bond donor and acceptor motifs suggests a specific, preferred interaction during transposon insertion that includes a homodimeric or homotetrameric protein complex.
DISCUSSION
Ds as a Resource for Regional Mutagenesis
The maize transposable elements Ac and Ds have been extensively characterized but not widely used in maize as insertional mutagens (Brutnell and Conrad, 2003) . This is largely attributable to two inherent characteristics of this transposable element family: (1) both Ac and Ds are maintained at relatively low copy numbers in the genome (Chen et al., 1987) , and (2) a tendency to insert at sites genetically linked to the donor locus has been demonstrated for both Ac (Van Schaik and Brink, 1959; Greenblatt, 1984; Dooner and Belachew, 1989) and Ds (this study). The low copy number and germinal insertion frequency of Ac/Ds (Brutnell and Dellaporta, 1994) limits the utility of the system in random mutagenesis (Brutnell and Conrad, 2003) but the preference of these elements for closely linked transpositions can be exploited in targeted, regional mutagenesis (Hake et al., 1989; Athma et al., 1992; Moreno et al., 1992; Colasanti et al., 1998; Vollbrecht et al., 2000; Ahern et al., 2009) .
Here, we describe the placement of 1501 Ds insertions to unique locations on the maize physical map (http://www. plantgdb.org/prj/AcDsTagging/records.php). Importantly, the collection is maintained as a series of W22 inbreds, with one or two new Ds insertions in each line, ensuring a low mutational load for any given line. Lines segregate Ac-im, so that stable, Ds insertion phenotypes may be easily examined. Crosses to reference alleles maintained in W22 will also permit near-isogenic comparisons of any mutants recovered with wild-type siblings. Even though Ds distribution is nonrandom, 85% of the maize gene space now resides within 4 cM of at least one Ds insertion described in this collection. Due to the cloning strategy used to recover Ds flanking sequences, the collection is enriched for elements residing in the hypomethylated gene-rich regions of the genome (Bennetzen et al., 1994; Rabinowicz et al., 1999) . Thus, we anticipate that the majority of these Ds elements will be capable of remobilization by Ac, where linked (regional) sites would be excellent targets. Indeed, we have remobilized several elements in regional mutagenesis experiments to generate Ds insertion alleles of genes encoding anthocyanin and starch biosynthetic enzymes (data not shown). Tandem Ac/Ds elements can undergo alternative transposition, which leads to a variety of genome rearrangements (Zhang et al., 2009 ). Thus, a collection of localized Ds launch pads could also be used to generate local deletions (Page et al., 2004) . In summary, we generated an extremely comprehensive collection of sequence-indexed Ds insertions to serve as genome-wide platforms for regional mutagenesis.
We anticipate that this collection will have great value as a tool for forward-and reverse-genetics approaches (Ahern et al., 2009 ). As such, we extensively compared and contrasted insertion site preferences of Ds and Mutator elements. Mutator is a prolific maize transposable element, generating up to 10 germinal insertions in each gametophyte (May et al., 2003) , has been the foundation for several mutagenesis programs in maize (Brutnell, 2002) , and has complementary strengths to Ac/Ds approaches for functional genomics (Cowperthwaite et al., 2002) . Our comparisons of Ds and Mutator insertion sites also reveal complementary insertion site biases that may be exploited in mutagenesis programs. A striking difference between Mutator and Ac/Ds transposition is the proximity of the donor locus to the preferred target sites. Whereas Mutator prefers targets that are unlinked to the donor element (Lisch et al., 1995) , >60% of all Ac transpositions are to sites genetically linked to the donor locus (Van Schaik and Brink, 1959; Greenblatt, 1984; Dooner and Belachew, 1989 ) and of those, nearly half are to sites within 10 cM of the donor. Surprisingly, a majority (56%) of premeiotic Ds transpositions from r1-sc: m3 mapped to unlinked sites in the genome. This may reflect a difference between Ac and Ds insertion site selection or the fact that the Ds estimate derives from a subpopulation of transpositions, ignoring an expected large number of intragenic reinsertions at r1 and the approximately one-third of all events that are postmeiotic. Similar to Ac, among linked transpositions, Ds showed a strong preference (61/117 elements) for sites within 10 cM of the donor locus r1-sc:m3.
At a regional level on chromosome 10, Mutator and Ds also displayed different insertion site biases. In a 1-Mb region, 74 Ds insertions were mapped to 21 unique clusters. Seventeen cluster locations coincided with evidence-based gene models, strongly supporting the view that Ds specifically targets gene-rich regions. However, Ds insertions were not detected in eight evidencesupported genes that also reside in this interval, a larger number of missed genes than expected (P value < 0.002) that suggests Ds has local target site preferences. Alternatively, the missed genes may represent sequences present on chromosome 10 in the reference B73 genome, but absent from the corresponding region of the W22 line in which Ds mutagenesis was performed. Furthermore, several target sites were populated by multiple independent Ds insertions, a bias that could be inherent to Ds transposition or reflect a relationship to the Ds donor locus. In the latter case, using multiple Ds insertions in regional mutagenesis may help to ensure a broader range of target site insertions. Our examination of publicly available Mu flanking sequences revealed two insertions within this interval. One Mu insertion mapped to a gene model without a Ds insertion, the other to a location that was also identified by Ds and is not supported by a gene model. The former demonstrates complementarity of the two systems. The latter insertion is of particular interest, given the tendency of both Mutator and Ds to insert into or near genes. It is possible that this target site and the other hot spots identified by Ds reveal additional features of the transcriptional landscape that are not represented in ab initio or EST gene models, such as enhancer and promoter elements and small noncoding RNAs. A more detailed analysis of these Ds insertions could prove fruitful in probing gene function and regulation in maize.
An ideal outcome of a mutagenesis experiment is the recovery of multiple strong and weak mutant alleles. A survey of Mutator insertions (Figure 4 ; also see Liu et al., 2009 ) revealed that many fall upstream of coding sequences in promoter or 59-UTR sequences. This preference for upstream insertion may explain the relatively high frequency of Mu-suppressible alleles (May et al., 2003; McCarty et al., 2005) , where interaction of Mutator transposase with the element ends likely affects flanking gene expression (Martienssen et al., 1989; Barkan and Martienssen, 1991; May et al., 2003) . By contrast, very few suppressible Ac or Ds insertion alleles have been described (Vollbrecht et al., 2000) . Similarly, while regulatory mutations have been described in which 59 Ac or Ds insertion influences gene expression at a particular locus (Klein et al., 1988; Schiefelbein et al., 1988; Sullivan et al., 1989; Moreno et al., 1992 Moreno et al., , 1997 Bai et al., 2007) , they are vastly outnumbered by those conditioning a complete loss-of-function phenotype (Kunze et al., 1993) .
Another important consideration for gene tagging experiments is the stability of the insertion. Remobilizing transposable element insertions to generate additional stable excision alleles is a powerful approach to linking phenotypic with genotypic variation (Schultes et al., 1996; Bai et al., 2007) . In the absence of Ac, insertions of Ds are stable, but they can be remobilized in the presence of Ac. Excisions of Ac or Ds usually result in the insertion of six, seven, or eight nucleotides originating from the target site duplication, which may generate additional mutant alleles, including in-frame insertions (Scott et al., 1996; Bai et al., 2007) . This feature of Ac/Ds has been exploited to alter the activity of a starch biosynthetic enzyme (Giroux et al., 1996) as well as the cellular localization of a transcription factor (Liu et al., 1996) and has great potential for defining functional domains of proteins in planta (Brutnell and Conrad, 2003) . The relatively uniform distribution of Ds elements observed throughout the gene space and their high frequency of exon targeting suggest that most genes can be targeted for Ds insertional and excision mutagenesis. By contrast, Mutator insertions show no propensity for intragenic transposition and are generally stable, though it is possible to identify abortive transposition events through a PCR-based screen to generate deletions flanking the site of Mutator insertion (Das and Martienssen, 1995) .
Finally, the ability to predict local insertion sites greatly enhances the utility of a gene tagging program. Ds shows a preference for distinct structural features of the DNA double helix at the point of insertion. Mu insertion sites also display a nonrandom DNA composition (Dietrich et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2009 ) and contain a clear DNA structural signature (E. Vollbrecht, unpublished data). However, structural features at the Mu TSD are less pronounced and have different composition and symmetry properties than at the Ds TSD. The latter differences may reflect the likely heteromeric composition of the transposase complex that mediates Mu insertion (Lisch et al., 1995; Raizada and Walbot, 2000) , while Ac/Ds requires only the Ac-encoded transposase. These differences also reinforce the notion that a given transposase's preference is for a distinct and specific DNA structural signature, rather than just for regions of increased DNA helix flexibility or deformability. Finally, different DNA structural preferences for these transposons may also correlate with their different affinities for particular genic regions. For example, promoter regions contain unique DNA structural signatures (Wang and Benham, 2006; Abeel et al., 2008) and are differentially targeted by Mu and Ac/Ds. Overall, it will be useful to exploit a combination of knowledge about local, structural, and generelated preferences with the known regional preference of Ds for hypomethylated regions of the genome to more efficiently design transposon targeting experiments for creating specific gene knockouts.
Patterns of structural features of DNA at aligned Ds insertion sites suggest an Ac transposase-DNA interaction region spanning at least 16 nucleotides. Most notably, periodicity of hydrogen-bonding presentation suggests four repeats of a single motif, palindromic about the center of the TSD. These data are consistent with an interaction between dimeric or tetrameric Ac transposase units and up to 16 bp of DNA at the target site. hAT transposases, including Ac and Hermes, can form homomeric complexes through a highly conserved C-terminal domain (Essers et al., 2000; Michel et al., 2003) , and while no protein crystal structure for Ac has been solved, data suggest that Ac-Ac interaction is critical for transposition in planta (Kunze et al., 1993) . Thus, by analogy to the crystal structure for Hermes, the functional Ac transposase complex is likely a hexameric ring, with threefold symmetry from assembly of three homodimeric units (Hickman et al., 2005) . Only hexameric Hermes is active, but in that structure only two of six active sites, one each from two adjacent dimers, are proposed to interact with DNA and catalyze the two cuts staggered by 8 bp that produce the target site duplication upon insertion. If Ac interacts similarly, the structural features and hydrogen-bonding patterns we observed may represent the palindromic arrangement of just two, extended (8 bp) DNA recognition motifs, for example, to position two, dimeric Ac subunits over two DNA cleavage sites. Alternatively, one core interaction surface may be in the central 8 bp of the TSD with adjacent nucleotides providing structural information that is propagated to the site of direct transposase binding. Dooner et al. (1994) observed that among unlinked transpositions from an Ac donor on chromosome 9S, unlinked regions of 9L were preferred over regions in the other chromosomes. In this study, a Ds donor on 10L showed no bias for 9L, but did show a similar preference for some intrachromosomal, genetically unlinked bins (on 10L). Ds also showed a preference for transposition to linked sites but with asymmetry: within equivalent linkage (recombinational) space on either side of the r1-sc:m3 donor locus, Ds showed a striking preference (81 proximal versus 36 distal, by inclusive screening) for the proximal recombination (centimorgan) space, which was also much higher in gene density per centimorgan. Thus, Ds prefers linked, gene-rich regions over linked, gene-poor regions. The lower frequency of reinsertions in linked, distal segments with fewer suitable (genic) targets per centimorgan could also drive the increased insertion frequency in unlinked, distal locations. If there are relatively few linked, genic targets, then Ds may instead distribute more distantly and potentially even to other chromosomes. In the Ac study (Dooner et al., 1994) , linked transpositions distributed symmetrically around the donor (14 proximal versus 13 distal insertions), but the sample size was much smaller and those Ac and our Ds distributions cannot be statistically distinguished (x 2 homogeneity test, P value = 0.086). Thus, if a similar mechanism acted on chromosome 9 in that study, one would expect gene density per centimorgan to be higher on 9S distal to bz1 than in the other flanking region toward and across the centromere onto 9L. On the other hand, the distal 10L region could be a general hot spot for Ds, as may be determined by monitoring reinsertions from other donor loci. Based on the available data, we speculate a hierarchical nature of components that govern Ac/Ds reinsertion preferences. We propose that a physically proximate, genetic linkage space, presumably correlating with sites of recombination, initially defines a constrained and roughly symmetrical regional window within which Ds is likely to transpose and then within that window a density of euchromatic gene space acts as an additional and perhaps independent driver of Ds insertion. If a transposing element escapes local reinsertion, then presumably other chromosomes become viable targets, in which case architecture of the nucleus becomes the relevant component of physical proximity. Finally, at the most fine-scale level, within the preferred chromatin space there is a preference for sites of integration with a particular DNA structure.
METHODS
Field Genetics
All stocks are maintained in an inbred W22 background. A small set of founder lines, homozygous for Ac-im and for the mutable r1-sc:m3 allele, which contains a Ds in an intron (Alleman and Kermicle, 1993 ; this study), were generated and characterized by DNA gel blot for Ds copy number. The backcross parent for all crosses (Figure 1 , right side parent) was homozygous for the r1-sc:m3 allele. After an initial round of backcrossing in nurseries to produce the first stage 1 progeny (similar to Figure 1B , left side, but without -Ac-im segregants), nonconcordant (colored aleurone, mutable embryo type) progeny among the stage 1, colored kernels ( Figure 1B , red box) in our backcrossing scheme recapitulated the stage 0 cross. These nonconcordant stage 1, hemizygous for Ac-im, progeny were the source of all subsequent stage 0 lines ( Figure 1A ). Field locations included Ames, IA; Ithaca, NY; Molokai, HI; and Puerto Vallarta, Mexico.
From stage 1 ears, fully colored kernels were selected as the source of Ds transpositions ( Figure 1B) . When fully colored kernels were arranged on the ear in contiguous groups three or more, we only selected one of the kernels to avoid potentially selecting multiple kernels from a sector of sporophyte tissue derived from a single, somatic event.
Processing of Transpositions to Isolate fDs DNA Sequence
Steps in processing from field genetics, through wet laboratory and informatics steps, are as previously described (Ahern et al., 2009 ) and/or depicted in Supplemental Figure 2 online. These steps produced fDs sequence tags. Throughout development of the resource, we confirmed the presence of insertions and tracked insertions by spot testing original seed packets with a PCR assay using a Ds and a flanking sequence primer and/or DNA gel blots. Approximately 80% of the events were confirmed in this way. In later stages of the project, we improved on this figure by implementing an earlier QC check. Two independent seedling pools were assayed in initial DNA gel blots, and only when a transposed Ds fragment was detected in both did we process tissue for cloning. For large-scale confirmation of the presence of insertions, we developed a standardized PCR assay including a public web interface (http:// plantgdb.org/cgi-bin/prj/AcDsTagging/getPrimers.pl) as described in detail in Supplemental Methods online.
Placing Ds to Chromosomes and Genetic Maps
To position Ds locations across the whole genome, BLASTN was used to place repeat masked fDs sequences to maize (Zea mays) BAC and BAC-sized (i.e., >10,000 bp) sequences in the htgs and nr sections of GenBank, as well as to the initial pseudomolecule build of B73 made available by the Arizona Genomics Institute (http://www2.genome. arizona.edu/genomes/maize). To account for sequence differences between W22 and the reference B73 genome sequence, we empirically developed a set of quality criteria that formed the basis of placement scores. BLAST hits with an e-value above a cutoff of 10 210 were discarded. Quality classification, based on the BLASTN percentage identity and coverage scores, was applied hierarchically to retained BLAST hits; once a sequence satisfied a higher-level criterion, lower level criteria were not applied. The highest level classification was HQ (high quality); the classifications were defined as follows: HQ (high quality): $95% coverage and $95% identity with no gaps; MQ1 (medium quality 1): between 90 and 95% coverage and $95% identity with no gaps; MQ2 (medium quality 2): >90% coverage and $95% cumulative identity, with one or more gap openings; MQ3 (medium quality 3): $95% identity over at least 200 bp of sequence, only assigned when there is only one MQ hit; MQ4 (medium quality 4): >90% identity over at least 200 bp of sequence, only assigned when there is only one MQ hit; MP (multiple placement): the first satisfied HQ or MQ criterion matched three or more locations; NGH (no good hits): none of the HQ or MQ criteria were satisfied. After quality criteria were applied, a placement score was assigned to each HQ and MQ sequence tag as follows: Single Placement implied the assigned quality score matched a BAC at a single location in the sequence assembly; for BAC placements, Single Duplicated Placement implied matches to more than one BAC, but in a region where those BACs likely overlapped in the assembly and hence likely a single genome location. Dual Placement implied matches to BACs or chromosomes at two locations in the genome. The same procedures were used to place Mutator and Ds elements and with similar results for each transposon;
;40% of the placements were by each of HQ and MQ2 quality criteria, with the remaining 20% of the placements divided among MQ1, MQ3, and MQ4 criteria classes.
To estimate genetic map locations of Ds placements on the genome sequence assembly, we assigned a genetic (centimorgan) coordinate to each BAC or base pair in the assembly as follows. We first selected 618 unique, somewhat evenly spaced, skeleton markers from the ISU-IBM7 genetic map, a multimeiotic map that is corrected for its IRIL origins (Fu et al., 2006) and whose length closely matches that of traditional maize genetic maps (http://www.maizegdb.org/map.php). Mean separation between selected markers was 3.02 cM (minimum 0.8 cM; maximum 10.4 cM). Each genetic marker was placed to BAC(s) by BLASTN, and its centimorgan coordinate was assigned to the base coordinate of the left end of the right-most BAC that it hit. We then similarly assigned a genetic coordinate to the base coordinate of the left end of every BAC in the assembly, by linear extrapolation using the two closest flanking, anchored BACs. To accommodate base pairs distal to the most telomeric genetic markers, we expanded the genetic map. Each Ds element was then assigned the centimorgan value for the right-most BAC it was placed to. Genetic map inferences used release 3b.50 of the maize genome. The maize tiling path update of March 20, 2009 (http://www.genome.arizona. edu/cgi-bin/jzhang/mtp.cgi) contained a major correction for the region of chromosome 10 that contains the donor r1 locus, so we used the pseudomolecule release (build 1) for all detailed analysis of placements to chromosome 10. A total of 253 of the chromosome 10 markers from ISU-IBM7 were placed to the pseudomolecule by BLASTN, the set was trimmed to 226 that were colinear, and base positions were assigned a centimorgan value either directly when resident between two markers with the same centimorgan coordinate or by linear interpolation when between two markers with different centimorgan coordinates.
DNA Sequence Analysis
For analysis of average mono-, di-, and trinucleotide features of Ds insertion sites, we aligned 1741 unique, unpaired (i.e., one sequence tag per insertion) fDs sequences. A total of 1122 sequence tags derived from the 59-side of Ds and 619 tags were from the 39-side. The multiple sequence alignment retained phase and polarity relative to the TSD, so that 59-side sequences were oriented to terminate in the eight bases adjacent to the 59 end of Ds, and 39-side sequences were oriented to begin with the eight bases adjacent to the Ds. In the multiple sequence alignment, the two groups overlapped in the eight bases of the TSD, and up to 6120 bases outside of the TSD were retained for a total length of 248 bases. Positions in the first 120 bases of the alignment contained from 883 to 1122 members, the central eight bases were present in all 1741 sequences, and the last 120 base positions contained between 619 and 491 members. This multiple sequence alignment was used for various analyses of the target site and flanking regions. Average content for each position(s) (i.e., or for each mono-, di-, or trinucleotide) was calculated as the membership at that position(s) in the alignment. As controls, random, hypomethylated clones were retrieved from GenBank, trimmed of contaminating vector and enzyme recognition site sequences, and their first 248 bases aligned and analyzed as three independent, 248-bp MSAs: 912 Sau3AI sequences, 1360 HpyCH4IV sequences from hypomethylated partial restriction clones, and 1195 HpaII sequences from hypomethylated partial restriction clones (Emberton et al., 2005) .
To compare Ds and Mu insertion sites on chromosome 10, we sought a Mu flanking sequence data set as similar as possible to the fDs data. Thus, among all RescueMu sequencing reads at GenBank (n = 191,715), we identified all paired reads containing perfect target site duplications, took the reads for only one side of Mu, collapsed them to nonredundant sequences, repeat masked them, then used our BLAST pipeline to make 2936 unique placements to the pseudochromosomes, of which 160 were on chromosome 10. From publicly available UniformMu sequences, a set of 2667 curated, 454 paired-end read assemblies treated the same way identified 1846 unique placements, 100 on chromosome 10.
Repeat masking used RepeatMasker Open-3.0 version 3.2.7 (Smit et al., 2004) and the TIGR 4.0 repeat database (http://maize.jcvi.org/ repeat_db.shtml) with the -nolow option. In Figure 2 , a sequence was classified as repetitive if more than 70% of its bases were masked.
Online Resources
All pedigree and molecular information about each insertion line is publicly available from the project website at PlantGDB (http://plantgdb. org/prj/AcDsTagging/index.php). All seed stocks are also available through this website until deposited at the Maize Genetics Co-op stock center.
Accession Numbers
Flanking Ds sequences are classified with the library name "Maize transposon insertions from ISU and BTI" and deposited to the GSS division of the National Center for Biotechnology Information.
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